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Magpie Sales Professional Recognized For Excellence and Leadership, Welcomed By 

Colorado Communication and Technology Professionals 

MAGPIE TI, Denver, CO – February 23, 2010 - a leading provider of software engineering 

services is pleased to recognize significant accomplishments by Debora Langer, Magpie Senior 

Director of Sales.  Ms. Langer has joined the Communications and Technology Professionals as 

their newest board member and has been recognized for her sales excellence in the 

prestigious Colorado’s Top 25 Most Powerful Salespeople ranking by Colorado Biz Magazine. 

Ms. Langer is a long time telecommunications professional and upon joining Magpie in 

2007, assumed responsibility for revenue expansion in their flagship industry vertical.  “In 

spite of depressed economic conditions, Debora consistently produced impressive results 

and enters 2010 with high expectations for major revenue growth,” says Elaine Pelletier, 

Magpie Vice President Sales. “This recent industry recognition acknowledges her 

outstanding leadership, unbounded work ethic and sincere commitment to customers and 

colleagues: a rare combination that generates exciting opportunities for Debora and for 

Magpie every day.”   

The Communications and Technology Professionals, or CTP, is a non-profit organization 

that focuses on promoting growth, innovation and leadership of communications companies 

and individuals in Colorado. In her role as a board member, Langer will help CTP 

accomplish its mission through knowledge sharing, networking and collaboration amongst 

members of the communications ecosystem.  Given her market specialties in Conferencing, 

Unified Communications and Mobile Telephony, Langer is a natural fit as the CTP Programs 

Co-Chair. By leveraging her many contacts and personal relationships, she will drive 

membership and organize vital networking events where participants establish meaningful, 

new contacts.   

On being named to the CTP Board, and earning a spot on Colorado’s Top 25 Most Powerful 

Salespeople list, Langer says,  “It’s all about making great business happen in Colorado.” 

About Magpie  

Magpie is a leading provider of software engineering services and is widely recognized for in-

depth technical skills, proven experience and customer-centric values.  Magpie engineers 

engage as a trusted extension of engineering teams in small and large companies that span a 



wide range of industries including communications, smart energy and healthcare.  Magpie 

provides services to develop software that meet customer requirements for presentation, 

firmware, application services, network management systems and communications solutions.  

Magpie delivers quality results when companies want to accelerate their ability to deliver new 

functionality, leverage rare expertise or meet market-driven demand.  Magpie is privately held 

and headquartered in Denver, Colorado.  For more information, visit www.magpieti.com. 
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